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3<Claimsa (G121; 1:15-21); 

My inventionrelatesto a boatrpropelling means where 
intwatenisnforced thru an open-ended. box to move the 
boat forward, the box at the same;time serving‘, as a 
rudder.’ 

0116:0155 the objectives. ofmy invention is to provide a 
meansr'whereby a novice mayphandle a“ boat and doit-‘in 
a: manner. thatis more simple and: easier than rowing. 
Othen objectives will appearv as the: disclosureradvances. 
The invention .isillustrated inthe. accompanying draw 

ings in which Fig. 1‘ is a side‘ elevation partly in section 
of? one modi?cation-lof- the devicerFigt 2 is- av vertical 
cross secton on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a side 
elevation partly in section of another modi?cation of the 
device in which two blades are employed; Fig. 4 is a ver 
tical cross section on the line 4—4 of Fig. 3. 
Throughout the drawings and the speci?cation similar 

numerals refer to similar parts. 
The letter B refers to a vertical section through the 

aft end of a rowboat on whose vertical transom 1 is 
mounted the female members 2 of pintle bearings spaced 
and positioned to receive the male members 3 which are 
mounted on a standard 4 secured to an open-ended box 5. 
If a boat has an inclined transom the female pintle mem~ 
bers 2 must be blocked out to a plumb position. 

This open-ended box 5 is of rectangular cross section 
from the sides of which extend upwardly the brace mem 
bers 6 which are secured to the standard 4 to provide sta 
bility. It is apparent that since the box 5 is mounted on 
pintle bearings it is free to swing on the arc of a circle, 
the means to cause it to swing being the tiller arm 7. The 
end 7A of the tiller arm 7 is bifurcated to straddle the 
standard 4 and is formed to extend rearward thereof to 
support the connecting rod 8 hingedly connected thereto 
by means of the hinge pin 9. In the standard 4 is the 
hinge pin 10 hingedly connecting the tiller arm 7 to the 
standard 4 in a manner to make said tiller arm a lever 
of the ?rst class. The connecting rod 8 depends from 
its hinge pin 9 and its lower end is hingedly connected to 
a blade 11 positioned within the open-ended box 5 and 
extending between the sides 5A thereof. The bearings 12 
for the hinge pin 13 which receives the connecting rod 8 
are mounted on the top of the ?oat 11. An opening is 
provided for them in the box top 5B so that the blade 
11 may be raised into contacting parallelism with said 
box top 5B. This blade 11 approximates the size of the 
box bottom 5C. It is to be noted that the hinged con 
nection to the blade 11 is made at the third point and 
hence when the blade 11 is raised or lowered the long 
end 11A will drop through gravity since it is the heaviest 
and the short end 118 will be raised automatically there 
by. The degree to which it is desirable to have this long 
and heavy end 11A drop may be regulated such as by 
the spring 14 secured to the top of the blade 11 with its 
end 14A adjacent the connecting rod 8 formed to en 
gage said rod 8 as the long end of the blade 11A drops 
through gravity. Assuming that the blade 11 is made 
12" long with the connection made at its third point and 
the drop limited to 3" it is apparent that when the blade 
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11* is'* raised ‘until~ it‘srsl'r'or-t I end-3 11B? comes i'nt‘olcontact 
withv the'box top 5B1 th‘eeend of theportion-HA-willtb'e 

said box" top >~and~"1the-'end=‘of the blade willTliaveitosmovela 
maximum" of? 12"" while; the» blade; 111 i‘s'v coming-‘- into 
parallelism with the box=top=SB.- If‘th’e drop is -lirnited 
to 2”" the~ water will and; does move==fasteri Thisx fact 
leads'to the deviceshowntin-Fi'gs;3‘1and‘4; ir'r-vwhielil two 
blades ' 11‘ are - arranged‘f in?ta-n'd‘emf- withiir- the box ‘5 and 
operated‘ by the sameconnectingwodif 8*wli‘oselowerr end 
is forked to engage the spaced’ b'earings‘1l2‘on the-respec 
tive = blades 151-1 which‘ may be’ made much=~shorter ~'in~'~the 
instant case, or, as 'a- mat-terof-"féct; the>two-~blades>may 
have-1 a total length=equal§to=tliat offthe~single bladeior 
around 123 ’. The forwardiibl‘ade may, have-a drop vortpitch 
of say 2"“wliilethe-di‘ogprv pitcli oflitlierrearwardil?bat 
may-'besetatv I". Sineethe water‘movedl by thevrearward 
blade‘ moves faster ‘ than ~ the water‘ ‘ being" moved” by" the 
forward" blade-a’ partial vacuumi's ‘formed whichitend‘s'to 
lower» the: resistance‘ to the water-‘ being 'moved'i by“ the 
forward‘ blade-and‘ispeed' it up; In other-words,v the water 
is‘ ‘speeded' up'as‘it movesl‘toward' the rearwardeblade; 
The ~ advantage of‘ the tandenr blade’ arrangement ‘ lies 

i‘n'vthe‘ fact/that tlie‘d’e'pt-h'ofTl'the“boxi 5fmayv b‘e‘cut down 
and? hence the - traveltl’ ofi'thel blade 11‘ may; be shortened 
wherebyth'e rat-iosof'th‘e tiller arm ends-‘may be increased 
without increasing the travel of the operating arm end 
7B of said tiller arm 7. 
While I have mentioned several pitches it is to be 

understood that those mentioned are not ?xed but may 
vary since boats vary in size, shape, and weight, and, as 
does the strength of the users. 

In practice a 6" x 6” x 12" box having a blade with a 
length ratio of 4" to 8" with a 3" pitch has proved very 
satisfactory in bucking a six mile current. ' 
The box 5 should be set so as to be covered with at 

least 2" of water and should clear the keel 16 if the boat 
has one. The box ends may be plumb although the Figs. 
1 and 3 show the forward end formed with a rake to 
more readily de?ect or ride obstructions. As a further 
means to de?ect obstructions or keep weeds from enter 
ing the box 5 I have provided spaced rods 17 which ex 
tend between the box top 5B and its bottom 5C. 
The operation of the device is very simple and merely 

consists in raising and lowering the tiller operating arm 
7B while at the same time turning it to the right or left 
if it is desired to change the course of the boat. 

In trolling for ?sh I ?nd the pumping operation may 
be done with the foot through the aid of a closed coil 
spring 18 and a stirrup 19 whose hanger 20 depends from 
the tiller arm end 7B. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of 
the application. In this instance, the spring 18 is se 
cured to the tiller arm end 7A and to the standard 4 
which, in the double blade arrangement, is bifurcated to 
straddle the forked end 21 of the connecting rod 8. With 
out illustration it is evident in Fig. 1, that the end 7A 
of the tiller arm may be extended to receive one end of 
the coil spring 18 whose opposite end may be secured 
to the top of the box 5. 

It is apparent by a reference to Fig. 3, that the corner 
22 of the blade 11 comes into contact with the top of the 
box 5 ?rst on the upstroke but it is not so apparent that 
this corner 22 contacts the bottom of the box 5 ?rst on 
the downstroke. However, it does, since the water under 
pressure holds the blade end 11A up and the spring 23 
?xes the pitch as did the spring 14. 
While I have described the single and tandem blade 

arrangements, it is apparent that modi?cations in the de 
sign and arrangement of parts may be made without de~ 
parting from the principles involved and therefor I do not 
limit the invention to the modi?cations speci?cally de 
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scribed but extend the invention to all that comes fairly 
within the scope of the appended claims. 
What I claim as new in the art is: 
1. In means for propelling a rowboat the combination 

of, a standard adapted to be hingedly connected to the 
transom of the boat, a tiller arm hingedly connected to 
the top end of the standard, an open ended box of rec 
tangular cross section ?xed to the bottom end of the 
standard, a pair of blades within the box arranged in 
tandem and having a combined length approximating 
the box length, and a connecting rod hingedly connected to 
the tiller arm and to the blades at approximately the third 
point of their length the long ends of the blades being 
toward the discharge end of the box. 

2. In means for propelling a rowboat the combination 
of, a standard adapted to be hingedly connected to the 
transom of the boat, a tiller arm hingedly connected to 
the top end of the standard, an open ended box of rec 
tangular cross section ?xed to the bottom end of the 
standard, a pair of blades within the box arranged in 
tandem and having a combined length approximating the 
box length, a connecting rod hingedly connected to the 
tiller arm and to the blades at approximately the third 
point of their length the long ends of the blades being 
toward the discharge end of the box and means to limit 
the pitch of each blade in relation to the connecting rod. 

3. In means for propelling a rowboat the combination 
of, a standard adapted to be hingedly connected to the 
transom of the boat, a tiller arm hingedly connected to 
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the top end of the standard, an open ended box of rec 
tangular cross section ?xed to the bottom end of the 
standard, a pair of blades within the box arranged in 
tandem and having a combined length approximating the 
box length, a connecting rod hingedly connected to the 
tiller arm and to the blades at approximately the third 
point of their length the long ends of the blades being to 
ward the discharge end of the box and means to limit 
the pitch of each blade in relation to the connecting rod 
the blade adjacent the discharge end having the least 
pitch. 
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